From an Evolution Pole to cluster: the Domino Effect in the International Circulation of Concepts

The elites from nowadays have sometimes the unusual tendency to look abroad for their points of reference in order to comprehend the good, the bad, the justice and the injustice, what makes them reflect and what does not, or to transform their uncertainties in almost proved truths. This “exterior” means the superpower of the present, the reglementation authority of our beliefs and of our maenicheisms. It is a symbol of power, the source of everything. One complex method of this exteriorization of references is trying to see in this exterior and believing that we can see the future, contributing in this way to the determination of this future according to a well-designed path.

In the last few years the word cluster was surprisingly spread like a trace of dust in the modern literature of our techno-structures, without getting, at a first sight, any rational explanation, thus this can be explained only in case that it had been a major innovation, but this is not the case. We can distinguish in this matter a form of linguistic contamination that hides the intelligence of our governors and highlights an astonishing phenomenon which is typical for our technocratic structures and has spread its influence upon all over the population. On the grounds of an almost anecdotic situation we want to highlight in this article the deep mechanisms of dependence and constraint that simply represent a threat for our liberty.